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Abstract—Analog IC design is a very challenging task as essential information is missing in the early design stages. Because the simulation of larger designs is exceedingly computationally expensive at lower abstraction levels, conservative assumptions are usually applied which often result in suboptimal performances such as area and power consumption. In order to enable both early performance estimates and fast iteration cycles, we combined the estimation of parasitics from template-based layout generators with SystemC-based parameterizable modelling. As a result, we can compute layout-aware performance estimates of a configurable capacitive pipeline ADC within a runtime of only about one minute per iteration. Using this estimation in a loop, we analyzed and optimized substantial parameters of a capacitor array in order to improve the ADC’s performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the many objectives across a variety of abstraction levels, analog design is a very complex and multi-objective optimization problem making it very challenging and time-consuming. Therefore, many automation approaches tackle analog design using optimization methods. This way, e.g. electrical performances are traded-off against requirements in a layout-aware optimization flow [1].

Full layout synthesis is possible without templates [2], however, many recent approaches employ them [3]. Templates are design methodological placement constraints that represent the layout in an abstract and machine-readable way. Therefore, they allow guidance of optimization that, in addition, can include fast routing estimates to yield better confidence in the simulated results [4].

Generators are required for layout creation, especially at lower design levels. They are built with procedural (implicit) code and create layout variants controlled by parameters [5]. One recent approach incorporates formalized knowledge and applies agent-based optimization [6]. Generators can also utilize templates for direct control of the layout automation in a machine-readable way [7, 8]. In [9] a strict layout grid is applied for systematic placement in advanced process nodes. Soft-IP-oriented generator approaches even create schematic, symbol or further views of a building block[10]. Some approaches trigger sizing tools in order to derive an optimized schematic-level performance [4, 11]. Specifically addressing capacitance arrays, [12] applies algorithms at the layout level in order to co-optimize common-centroid placement while reducing the routing parasitics.

We adopted the approach of early layout estimates and included it into our template-driven generator tool. Also, we implemented a parametric pipeline ADC model and incorporated both into a hierarchical tool chain for performance estimation of both the pure layout and an overall pipeline ADC design. To our knowledge, this is the first integrated combination of all aforementioned aspects into one automated tool chain that comprises:

- Template-based generator method,
- Parasitic estimation using object-oriented templates, and
- Fast model-based simulation.

Our approach enables early performance estimates by an integrated flow connecting generator, template, and model.

II. THE TOOL CHAIN

We combined a template-based generator approach and a SystemC AMS pipeline ADC model into an executable tool chain. An input parameter set configures both template (e.g. number of device rows) and model (e.g. non-ideal capacitors or OpAmp offsets). With the seamless integration of all these components into an executable flow, we can investigate the performance space of a multitude of parameter sets at low computational cost and find good tradeoff candidates fast. As shown in Figure 1, estimates of layout parasitics and the entire pipeline ADC are calculated fast in about five seconds and a minute, respectively. Subsequent generator execution with the most promising parameter set creates the related capacitor layout arrangement also in about a minute. Conventional manual layout design and full simulation would likely take a full working day plus several hours of simulation time.

![Figure 1 Tool chain with generator template, model, performance estimation (yellow) and its relation to both optimization flow (green) and full simulation flow (red). Major steps are framed green.](image-url)
**A. Parameter Extraction & Estimation**

In order to realize a fast estimate in the template, the effective capacitance values of devices and routing wires were pre-characterized. We first extracted the capacitance values directly from the device pCells as a function of the sizing through a small script. These values are then included into a table model with first order interpolation. Additionally, we derived the sheet capacitance of the routing wires towards substrate from parasitic extraction of different configurations in width and spacing for the lowest metal to get conservative estimates. These parameters were then fitted to an analytical function that depends on both wire width and spacing to neighboring metals.

**B. Generator Templates**

Templates improve the flexibility of layout generators as they describe the layout in a more abstract way [8] and they centralize similar problem-specific code of (many) generators, like such for matrix arrangements [13], at a single place.

Our templates were implemented as part of our object-oriented generator programming interface and, thus, allow easy extension by further template classes for other specific arrangements. In addition to methods and properties for their original purpose—the relative positioning of layout elements—our templates contain methods for the estimation of parasitics that result from the specified arrangement, element types, and sizing. This allows to analyze individual abstract layouts within less than a second up to a few seconds.

Hence, the optimization does not require the actual layout generation step and solely the (fast) template is used during optimization. Once a promising parameter set was found, it can be passed directly to the generator to create the corresponding layout for detailed investigation through extraction.

**C. Modelling**

In order to reflect the behavior from device level on system level, we implemented a SystemC AMS model of a pipeline ADC. Its level of detail is selectable from behavioral to structural in order to trade-off runtime vs. accuracy. In the structural mode used in this work (the behavioral mode is used on the system level), individual elements are parameterizable, so that they mimic the parameters and performances of the actual circuits (especially capacitor values and, e.g., switch resistances and OpAmp offsets). This way, we obtain a similar behavior at faster simulation run time.

Based on initial device-level simulations of sub blocks of the ADC, the model parameters were determined and written into a JSON file. Because many of the model’s subblocks directly take the wanted performance (e.g. gain, offset) as a parameter, no parameter fitting step is required for, e.g., the comparator capacitances of the individual pipeline stages in the system model, the switches, and the OpAmps. This has the advantage that parameter changes and a resulting modified parameter file do not require a new model translation and an equivalent system model is immediately available after characterization on transistor level.

While the analytical model from [14] allows thousand complete runs of a charge redistribution SAR ADC within only a few minutes, our detailed structural model incorporates more detail, it is parameterizable, and it still runs reasonably fast in less than a minute.

**D. Parameter Optimization Flow**

We applied a hierarchical parameter optimization flow. This flow starts with a fast “inner” iteration loop and then progresses “outwards” to the iteration loop that incorporates the ADC model. Within the inner loop, an optimization algorithm is combined with the stand-alone template in order to determine reasonable trade-offs at the pure layout level (see section IV.A). The outer loop incorporates both template and ADC model in order to calculate the ADC’s electrical performance given the influence of the capacitor array.

The optimized input parameters of the template can finally be fed into the generator as is. As these parameters control the generation process of the layout, it can then be generated, extracted, and simulated using the designer’s gold-standard simulator.

**III. Evaluation Methods**

The generator template implements methods to estimate layout parasitics, capacitor variation, and mismatch. With the generator parameters as input, it enables fast analyses. Once computed, an output file is generated storing information such as effective capacitances estimates for further use in the flow.

**A. Parasitic Layout Effects & Layout Optimization**

The effective capacitor ratio is crucial for sensitive analog designs. Therefore, we estimate the parasitic capacitance of the routing wires $C_{rt}$ in the array and assign it to the logical capacitor to which the wires connect. The sum of the layout’s unit capacitors $C_{dev}$ belonging to a logical capacitor are also assigned. This way, the template collects all $M(n)$ sub capacitance values from both unit devices and routing estimates of each logical device $n$ out of $N$ logical devices:

\[
C_{rt n} = \sum_{i=1}^{M(n)} C_{rt sub i}, \quad n = 1, \ldots N, \quad (1)
\]

\[
C_{dev n} = \sum_{i=1}^{M(n)} C_{dev sub i}, \quad n = 1, \ldots N. \quad (2)
\]

Based on the capacitance values, we derive two figures of merit (FOM) that (1) quantize the ratio of the parasitic routing capacitance to the logical device capacitance (ideally equal to zero) and (2) measure the error of the effective capacitance including routing to the targeted ideal capacitance ratio of the ideal capacitor (ideally equal to one):

\[
FOM_1 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( 0 - \frac{C_{rt i}}{C_{dev i}} \right)^2} \quad (3)
\]

\[
FOM_2 = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( 1 - \frac{C_{dev i} + C_{rt i}}{C_{ideal i}} \right)^2} \quad (4)
\]

**B. Mismatch and Corners**

Every integrated device differs from its ideal nominal behavior through both global variation and local mismatch effects [15, 16] which necessitates high precision design techniques for converters [17]. In their largely adopted work, M. Pelgrom et al. showed [15] that the variance of a parameter $\Delta P$ between two rectangular transistor devices derives to:
\[ \sigma^2(\Delta P) = \frac{A_p^2}{W_L} + S_p^2D_x^2. \]  

(5)

The effect of mismatch through the parameter \( A_p \) is, therefore, controllable by both width \( W \) and length \( L \) of a device while the parameter \( S_p \) can be diminished through small distances \( D_x \) between devices. Both \( A_p \) and \( S_p \) depend on the particular technology and device used. Practically, \( S_p \) is not always provided by the PDK. Moreover, an effective value of \( D_x \) must be derived in the often occurring case that more than two devices are to be matched with each other. Usual methods are computationally expensive with \( O(N^2) \) which motivates a physically motivated model for efficient CAD [18]. We did also consider comparing each unit device with an assumed ideal device at the common centroid point which would result in only \( O(N) \) calculations. In our actual analysis, however, due to the assumed small distances in our data converter applications, we can likely neglect the effect of \( S_p \) [17].

Assuming independent random influences, the effects of mismatch and corners is distributed according to the Gaussian normal distribution:

\[ f(x|\mu, \sigma^2) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}}\exp\left(-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right). \]  

(6)

From the PDK, we usually get the parameter information of minimal (at \(-3\sigma\)), typical (at \(x = \mu\)), and maximum variation (at \(3\sigma\)) as well as parameter \( A_p \) while parameter \( S_p \), however, might not be available.

### C. Overall Error Quantification

In order to take both global and local process variation into account, we combined minimal, typical, and maximum capacitance value with the local mismatch as well as with the influence from parasitic routing. Beforehand, the effective capacitance difference from mismatch is derived from the variance of the capacitor:

\[ \sigma(c_{dev}) = \frac{A_p}{\sqrt{W_L}} \quad \rightarrow \quad \sigma(c_{dev}^c) = \frac{A_p^c}{\sqrt{W_L}}. \]  

(7)

With equation (7), we can combine either of the global 3\( \sigma \) corner case values \( c_{dev, cor} \) with its related local device mismatch from the layout in order to form worst cases of the effective device capacitance value:

\[ c_{dev, wc} = c_{dev, cor} \pm 3 \frac{A_p^c d_{dev}}{\sqrt{W_L}}. \]  

(8)

By including minimum and maximum worst cases into equations (3) and (4), respectively, the worst-case device capacitance can be considered together with the routing capacitances \( C_{rt} \) during the evaluation.

### IV. Experimental Results

In order to quantify both performance estimates and runtime, we applied the proposed tool chain to the pipeline ADC model mentioned in section II.C. The actual ADC was first designed at transistor level. Subsequently, we built a parameterizable model on this basis. This way, fast simulation and optimization with estimated values becomes possible. The major targets of the optimization are (1) reduced area, (2) fitting aspect ratio, and (3) minimal error in the effective capacitor ratio with good robustness against process variations and mismatch.

#### A. Optimization at Layout Level

The goal of optimization strategies [19, 20] is to find values for design parameters \( d \) (i.e. adjustable parameters that influence the behavior \( f(d) \) of a circuit or system) to meet given specifications on the circuit performances \( f \):

\[ f_L \leq f(d) \leq f_U \]  

(9)

with the vector of performance measures \( f = (f_1, ..., f_n) \) and the vectors of lower bounds \( \mathbf{f}_L \) and upper bounds \( \mathbf{f}_U \). When optimizing the layout of our capacitor array, a measure of the effective error introduced by the routing parasitics \( FOM_1 \), an error measure of the accuracy of the targeted capacitance ratio \( FOM_2 \), and the array’s aspect ratio.

#### C. Overall Error Quantification

In order to take both global and local process variation into account, we combined minimal, typical, and maximum capacitance value with the local mismatch as well as with the influence from parasitic routing. Beforehand, the effective capacitance difference from mismatch is derived from the variance of the capacitor:
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selected such that the shape of the resulting capacitor array leads to a reasonable aspect ratio. With these parameters, a simulation study of the worst case performances incl. offsets was run in less than two hours with 114 individual parameterizations. A representative subset of them is given in Figure 3 and exemplary worst-case error measures (offset and DNL) from all runs are shown in Figure 4. The error largely depends on the area (\(W \times L\)) as expected from equations (3) and (4), as \(C_{\text{deep}}\) and \(C_{\text{deq}}\) are proportional to it. The number of rows and the changing ratio of \(W\) and \(L\) adds additional variance to the performance estimates.

![Figure 3](image1)

**Figure 3** Representative subset of the worst-case transfer functions of the ADC model (with 4096 steps being full-scale) that were directly from the template. In a second, larger loop, the template’s estimates were fed to a previously built generator-based layout estimates, and a structural model of a pipeline ADC. We used our tool chain for parameter optimization of performances for all parameter sets. The number of rows (nRows) depends on the area (DNL) from all runs are shown in Figure 4. The error largely represented by the selected parameter subset in this figure. The ideal curve is dashed.

**Figure 4** Worst-case error estimates of exemplary ADC performances for all parameter sets. The number of rows (nRows) shows only a minor impact on the error figures caused by different placement and related routing. Depending on the device area, maximum offset and the maximum differential nonlinearity (DNL) change significantly and relevant trade-offs can be selected.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we proposed a new tool chain for fast performance estimation that integrates generators, template-based layout estimates, and a structural model of a pipeline ADC. We used our tool chain for parameter optimization of the capacitor layout in a pipeline ADC. First, a fast inner loop was used to optimize the layout-level estimates derived directly from the template. In a second, larger loop, the template’s estimates were fed to a previously built parameterizable model in order to estimate the ADC’s performance. With the inner loop running about five seconds and the outer loop running just below a minute, one can identify the fitting layout design parameters fast.

We believe that this approach is a valuable tool for circuit designers in order to create estimates relatively quickly, thereby identifying promising parameters for direct use in the subsequent generator-based design flow.

Future work could incorporate more layout analyses like on crosstalk, matching (e.g. \(S_h\)), or further layout effects like line edge roughness of wires. Also, statistical optimization in order to increase the overall yield could be considered.
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